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“The coin market is poised
to explode…
“…but how can you make the most proﬁt?
“I recently had the chance to interview
ancient coin expert Glenn Woods. The ancient
coin market has amazing potential, but many
investors avoid it because they don’t feel
knowledgeable about it.
“Join us as Glenn de-mystiﬁes the
ancient coin market, showing how (and
why) anybody can invest with conﬁ-

dence!”

• Why Demand Is Growing,
While Supply Is Drying Up
• Biggest Mistakes New
Investors Make (and How
to Avoid Them)
• 20 Coins That Are Undervalued by a Factor of 10 or
More!

James DiGeorgia, Editor

upward by over 41 times. In other words, a $10,000
investment would have turned into $410,000!
So why should we care about previous trends?
Because today, the dollar is failing, oil prices are
soaring, huge inﬂation is looming... practically the
“perfect storm” for coins to have another explosive
bull market!
That’s why I recently interviewed ancient coin
(continued on next page)

T

he PCGS 3000 index measures the overall price
levels of the coin market. Seven months ago, it
broke out above its six-month moving average. It’s
up over 10 percent in just the last 10 months.
Why is this so exciting? Because for the last
half-century or so, when coins go bullish, the bull
markets are monsters.
There have been two long bulls in coins since
the 1970s. During the last one, the PCGS index
shot up by over 6.5 times in just seven years.
The previous bull market was even more spectacular. In that ten-year period, coins exploded
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Even among Roman Emperors, Commodus stood out for
his cruelty. Not satisﬁed with killing his political enemies,
he often executed their entire families as well. He was also
famously strong and skilled in combat—even while reigning as Emperor, he enjoyed ﬁghting in the arena as a gladiator. He issued this beautiful gold aureus bearing his portrait between 177 and 192 AD. This coin is graded Choice
Uncirculated by Numismatic Guaranty Corporation (NGC).
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expert Glenn Woo ds. Glenn is working with me and
Finest Known (my rare coin company) to ﬁnd and
deliver the highest-quality and potentially most
proﬁtable ﬁnds to investors.
Glenn had some fascinating insights to share
about this market, and I’m sure you’ll enjoy our
interview. Here it is!
JDG: Glenn, why don’t we start by talking
about your background?
I started collecting coins as a child. In 1989, I sold my
US coin collection for a substantial amount, and I
started looking around for something else to collect.
I bought a Justinian I gold solidus from a Dallas
dealer for $100—my ﬁrst ancient coin. It was ugly,
but I was amazed that I could purchase such an
item for so little.
That turned me into a serious collector of late
Roman and Byzantine gold coins. Starting in 1992, I
assembled one of the ﬁner collections of that period.
I also started purchasing entire gold hoards, keeping the signiﬁcant pieces in my collection and selling the rest. That was my ﬁrst real start in dealing,
and it led to me selling my software company and
becoming a full-time dealer.
I’m now a Bronze Circle member of the American Numismatic Society, and a Life Member of
the American Numismatic Association. I still love
ancient gold, but I also maintain a large stock of
other high-quality items.
Along with my coins, my coin research library
is one of my prized possessions. I have more than
18,000 different items: research books, auction catalogs, price lists, and so on. It’s one of the most complete coin research libraries in the United States.
J: Great. Our readers will know that I’m a

This striking gold aureus was minted by Antoninus Pius,
Emperor of Rome from 138 to 161 AD. His reign was the
most peaceful of the entire 260-year Principate period,
when the Emperors pretended to rule as “ﬁrst among
equals” rather than absolute monarchs. Graded Choice
Uncirculated by NGC. (This and the Commodus aureus
on page 1 are enlarged to show detail.)

big believer in the potential proﬁts in rare
coins. Why do you think ancient coins are
such a superb investment right now?
Well, there are many reasons. First of all, ancient
coins are unique. How many times in your life can
you hold something in your hand that’s over 2,000
years old, rare, historically signiﬁcant, artistically
beautiful, and priced as low as a good meal? Ancient
coins make this possible.
Even if we only look at numbers, the ancient
coin market is exciting. There are several major
trends in the market that in my opinion show this
market has tremendous potential. There are more
and more collectors coming into the market, and
the supply of new coins is shrinking. Plus there’s a
growing appreciation for coins in general. And with
gold and silver prices going up so fast, the coins
made from those metals beneﬁt from this too.
J: OK, let’s take each of those separately.
You said there are more collectors coming
into the market. I’m sure there are a lot of
investors today who are trying to protect
themselves from the destructive effects of
the falling dollar. But you’re talking about
an even larger trend than that, aren’t
you?
Yes. We’ve been seeing a growing quantity of collectors for twenty years or more.
Coin collecting is not new. If you collect ancient
coins today, you join a tradition that goes back centuries, including Nero, Leonardo da Vinci, King
Louis XIV, John Adams, and Theodore Roosevelt.
What is new is the availability of the Internet and
other visual media.
Many collectors are drawn to ancient coins
because they saw a historical documentary of some
kind, and became interested in a certain period of
history or a certain historical personality or place.
And the Internet has made it easy to retrieve information about antiquity—we no longer need to have
extensive personal libraries to be well-versed on
these subjects.
What happens is someone wants to learn more
about history, and discovers he or she can purchase
a beautiful, high grade ancient coin for a meager
amount. They ﬁnd out they can connect themselves
with a particular time, or place, or historical individual. And a new collector is born.
You can literally hold a piece of history in your
hand. Imagine holding a silver tetradrachm with an
image of the Temple and Ark of the Covenant that
was produced during the Bar Kochba war, when the
Jews rebelled against Rome. Or a silver denarius
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that was produced by Marc Antony and Cassius to
pay their troops just before the disastrous Battle of
Philippi. Or a seemingly insigniﬁcant bronze lepton
that might have been one of the two pieces that the
widow gave to the Temple in the Biblical story.
So yes, we’ve been seeing a dramatic rise in new
collectors coming into the market, just from interest in the market itself. The recent events in gold,
oil, and other ﬁnancial markets will no doubt make
this even stronger.
J: OK, so demand is strong and growing
stronger. What about supply?
The supply of new coins is inadequate. There are
just not enough high-quality ancient coins when
compared to the quantity of people that desire
them today.
Ancient coins are still being found and will continue to be found, but the number of newly discovered coins has fallen signiﬁcantly over the past ﬁve
to ten years. Also, several of the source countries
for ancient coins have passed legislation to restrict
the export of all coins forged within their borders.
Therefore, by all indications, the quantity of ancient
coins currently in the marketplace is fairly close to
what will be available in the future.
J: Why have the discoveries of new coins
fallen so much?
The fact that we have ancient coins at all is sheer
accident or luck. These “doorways to the past” had
to be misplaced or lost somehow for centuries, in
order for us to ﬁnd them today.
Prior to 1890 or so, when ancient coins were
found, they were not considered to have value
beyond their intrinsic metal content. Usually, they
were melted down; only the ﬁnest pieces were
retained, because there were few collectors who
desired them. So most of the coins that exist today
have been found within the last 150 years or less,
with most of them being found since the end of
World War II.
The population movements and reconstruction
that occurred after the war are responsible for a
large part of the ancient coins on the market today.
Now that these conditions have changed, we don’t
see new hoards being discovered like we used to.
J: Why was the war so important? Wouldn’t
we still be ﬁnding coins in sunken shipwrecks, or in archaeological digs, or by
individual treasure hunters using metal
detectors?
These are all common misconceptions. We do ﬁnd
a few coins this way, but most important discover-

ies are done during large construction projects like
road building.
Shipwrecks sometimes have coins, but these
have provided an insigniﬁcant amount to world
markets. As for treasure hunters and archaeological digs, these can also ﬁnd coins, but usually just a
couple of coins here and there—stray ﬁnds.
Almost all ancient coins that are found are either
not rare, or are in very poor states of preservation.
Stray coins here and there are almost always in
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extremely poor condition, from exposure to the eleJ: You mentioned that preservation is often
ments. So for the market to be well-supplied, we
a problem with ancient coins. Can you disneed to ﬁnd large hoards of ancient coins, stored
cuss this?
in jars or in other containers. Even then, there will
The condition of an ancient coin depends on many
only be a few select specimens.
things. The composition of the soil it was buried in,
But where would the hoards be? For somebody
the annual rainfall, the metal composition of surrounding objects, and the original coin alloy are all
to intentionally bury a hoard of coins, the owner
crucial factors.
had to feel the coins were safe, secure, and would
All buried ancient coins will revert to their
not be accidentally found by a contemporary. Also,
basic elemental compounds—this is a chemical fact.
people didn’t bury hoards every day—this usually
Copper and bronze coins exhibit
only happened during a time
the quickest degradation, and
of extreme political stress or
they deteriorate under the
warfare.
greatest variety of condiTherefore, most hoards
tions. Silver oxidizes less
were buried outside of
quickly, but can still be
population centers. That’s
heavily
damaged. Gold
why archaeological excacoins generally escape
vations probably won’t
this
problem, but the trace
ﬁnd them, because that’s
elements within the gold
where most digs occur.
Finding these groups of This majestic silver stater is from Lycia in modern-day alloy can still oxidize and
coins at all is completely Turkey, minted between 410 and 390 BC. This kingdom this can affect the appearrandom, and is usually was conquered and ruled by the Greek city-state of Athens ance negatively.
from 468 to 387 BC, thus explaining the stately portrait of
sheer luck.
And even when a large
Athena on the obverse. Graded Choice Uncirculated by
As I said, few people NGC. (Enlarged to show detail.)
hoard is found that conrealize that a signiﬁcant
tains high-grade coins,
percentage of hoards have been found during the
there’s no guarantee the coins will ever make it to
construction of roadways. One theory is that while
market in that condition. All ancient coins require
a hoard will be buried off the beaten path, it would
conservation of their surfaces before being offered
be fairly close to it, and new roadways have a tenfor sale to the collecting public.
dency to follow historical roadways.
It’s expected that the coins will be cleaned; the
But the post-war reconstruction in Europe is
question
is, how well will this be done? Conservover, and the population growth there is stagnant.
ing ancient coins is an exact science, and too many
We don’t see as many large construction projects
dealers try it without knowing how to do it. Many
there anymore, and large ﬁndings of any kind in
coins have been ruined by improper cleaning and
Europe are rare now.
conserving.
J: What about Eastern Europe? That opened
J: So preservation is a crucial factor in the
up only recently, right?
value of an ancient coin. What about rarMore recently than the West, yes. After the Iron
ity?
Curtain fell in 1989, Eastern Europe became a
Yes, rarity is very important, of course.
large source of ancient coins. However, by 2005 it
Just because a coin is ancient doesn’t mean it
was evident that the easy access had ended. We
is rare. The ancient world had hard money econosaw a large rise in counterfeit coins coming out of
mies which required payment in bronze, silver, or
Eastern Europe, which tells us that demand has
gold for every transaction, whether big or small. It
outstripped supply. The same is true for the Middle
seems hard to comprehend, but many ancient coins
East—it was a good source for 30 or 40 years, but
saw mintages in the tens of millions of pieces, if not
now it has dried up too.
more.
Demand is outstripping supply almost everywhere we look. And many source countries have
Coinage began in the seventh century BC, and
now forbidden the export of ancient coins—anyby the ﬁfth century BC coins were widely used in
thing discovered within their borders becomes the
trade. That period also brought large wars which
property of the state. This restricts supply even furrequired massive amounts of coinage to pay for solther.
diers, weapons, and ships.
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A prime example would be the Athenian tetradrachm. Athens was a very rich city state, but
it required little actual coinage. Then in 449 BC,
a series of incursions began which eventually led
to the Peloponnesian War. The coinage produced
prior to 449 BC is hundreds of times scarcer than
that produced during the period of conﬂict.
We see this difference in the current inventory
of ancient coins. A tetradrachm produced before
449 BC is easily one thousand times scarcer than
those produced afterwards. Also, when earlier ones
are found, they are found in much smaller quantities than the later issues. We have found groups of
the later coins as large as 40,000 pieces or more.
J: So does this pose a risk for a collector of
ancient coins? Should we be worried that
some construction project will uncover a
huge hoard of coins that were previously
rare, and hurt the values of our collections?
No, that’s not a concern. The quantity of coins we
see today usually reﬂects the amount originally
produced.
When we examine an intact hoard, the majority
of the coins will be the common issue during that
time period or from that producer. Generally, there
will be one or two pieces that are rare, or maybe
even unknown.
We almost never ﬁnd large quantities of coins
that were previously considered rare or extremely
rare. So when you buy a rare ancient coin, there’s
minimal risk.
J: What are the most common mistakes investors make when buying ancient coins?
There are several traps I warn collectors about. But
ﬁrst, we need to talk about how to grade and evaluate ancient coins.
J: That sounds great. Can you give our readers a crash course in grading ancient
coins?
People are often intimidated by the grading process,
but they don’t need to be. You don’t need to be an
expert to have a good idea of a coin’s approximate
grade.
At the same time, it’s worth doing a little homework on this subject. It’s not uncommon for a coin
to be offered at $1,000, only to be bought and immediately resold for $5,000, because the seller didn’t
truly understand or appreciate the nuances of that
particular coin.
So here’s how to evaluate ancient coins. These
coins are generally graded using certain terms.

Here’s the scale, from top to bottom:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

FDC, or Fleur-de-coin
Superb EF (Extra Fine)
Choice EF or Good EF
EF
Choice VF (Very Fine), or Good VF
VF
Good Fine
Fine
Good
Fair
and Poor.

Often you’ll see a dealer add additional
descriptions. For example, he might say a coin is a
“nice VF,” implying it’s nicer than a normal VF.
J: How are the grades assigned?
There are several criteria for determining the grade
of an ancient coin:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Artistic Merit
Metal Quality
Flan Size and Shape
Centering and Strike
Preservation and Wear
and Conservation.

Artistic merit reﬂects the coin’s impact on you
as the viewer. Every ancient coin is a unique piece
of art, with a unique quality of workmanship within
each issue. Art is deﬁned as a visual experience
that invokes an emotional response. The power of
that response is what makes a piece great or not.
Coins with superior artistic devices command
a higher grade and price than those of lesser quality. While this difference is fairly minor within the
Roman and Byzantine series, it is a primary determination for Greek coinage.
J: I think many investors who aren’t familiar
with ancient coins will be surprised how
beautiful they can be. Some of these coins
are just stunning.
If an ancient coin excites you visually, you can
assume it excites others as well. And that creates
demand for that particular piece.
Next, we have metal quality. This is extremely
important. The ancients were quite advanced in
their metallurgy, but there were still problems in
purifying metals and producing consistent alloys.
Metal problems can make an otherwise exceptional
coin be considered the lowest quality.
J: This isn’t a problem for gold coins, though,
right?
Gold and Energy Advisor
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Not usually. The problem is worst for coins made
from copper or copper alloys, such as bronze or
orichalcum. These metals react quickly with the
environment, and the coins degrade quickly unless
they’re stored in a protective vessel of some sort.
And even then, we need to ﬁnd a large group of
coins, because only the coins on the inside of the
group will survive without signiﬁcant erosion.
Silver coins will degrade more slowly, but they
will bind with sulﬁdes and chlorides in their environments over a few hundred years. Again, we need
to ﬁnd larger groups of coins in jars or other vessels
in order to get good specimens.
Gold coins in general don’t have metal problems,
unless they have a ﬁssure from an impurity in the
metal.
J: That’s one of the many reasons gold has
been chosen as money over the millennia.
Things that can decay or erode don’t make
good stores of value.
Yes, that’s true.
The next of the criteria is ﬂan shape and size.
We don’t see ﬂan irregularities on coins anymore,
because ever since the late 18th century, coins have
been struck within a collar. This constrains the

metal from spreading during the striking process.
Before that, though, the shape of the coins
depended on the strike pressure, the number of
strikes, the die alignment, the softness of the metal,
and the consistency of the alloy.
Ancient coins that are on a full ﬂan and are
basically round are consistently more desirable.
Only these select pieces can be considered Superb
EF or FDC.
J: That’s a good transition to discuss centering and strike.
Today we expect our mints to align their coin dies
exactly, but in antiquity, this rarely occurred. The
ancients had several methods of holding the dies
while striking coins, and they generally tried to
align the dies on the blanks before striking, but the
margin of error was large.
So pieces that are well-centered on both surfaces are the exception rather than the rule. An
ancient coin cannot be considered Superb EF/FDC
if it is not well-centered on the ﬂan.
Also, ancient coins were struck by hammers, and
the pressure was inconsistent. Ancient coins will

Twenty Ancient Coins That Are So Undervalued, You Should
Buy Them Immediately (If You Ever See One)

E

ditor’s note: I asked Glenn for his assessment
of the 20 ancient coins with the best investment potential. Here’s his answer!
Picking 20 undervalued ancient coins is an
easy task, as the majority of high-grade ancient
coins are currently undervalued. However, picking 20 coins that are undervalued by a factor of
10 or more requires a bit more thought.
During the past two to three years, top quality ancient coins have begun to move sharply
upwards. The market is strong and underlying
demand is growing. This upwards movement is
just the beginning—the premium between a typical example and an extremely high-grade piece is
just starting to spread out.
The underlying theme about these selections
is that all are historically important, artistically
captivating (at least for the period), and generally larger coins. Larger coins have always garnered attention, and they tend to rise to higher
price levels faster than similar pieces that are
smaller.
#1 - Lydian gold stater produced during

the time period of Croesus—Long considered
one of the ﬁrst ancient coins. This particular specimen is very attractive and always in demand. A
hoard has been on the market for the past few
years, but has now been totally absorbed.
This coin is poised for a dramatic increase in
price. It will easily double or triple soon.
#2 - Larissa Didrachm—While not the rarest Greek silver coin, a Superb EF example is
extremely impressive and grossly undervalued
in the current market. The three-quarter facing
head of Arethusa has long been considered one
of the most technically difﬁcult and artistically
appealing ancient coin device.
Many of the currently $100,000+ ancient
coins have this portrait. The Larissa didrachm
was struck in larger numbers than those issues
and therefore it survives in larger numbers.
However, a truly superb example that is perfectly centered, crisply struck on a broad ﬂan,
and without any metal problems, is rarely seen.
#3 - Syracuse Dekadrachm—Struck around
(continued on next page)
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generally exhibit some strike weakness in a legend,
or the high point of a central device, or something.
This all depends on the alignment of the hammer
blow, the alignment of the dies, and the number of
times the coin was struck.
Only an extremely small number of ancient coins
were perfectly struck, centered on the dies, and so
on. A Superb EF/FDC ancient coin will always be
evenly struck with crisp and complete legends and
central devices.
A related issue is die wear, especially for Roman
coins of the 2nd and 3rd century, but also on larger
Greek pieces. Ancient coin dies were very difﬁcult
and time consuming to produce. Therefore, the
ancient celators would use a die until it was broken in some way, or until that particular issue was
ﬁnished.
Ancient coins with die wear, muddled devices,
and legends with lots of metal ﬂow lines are fairly
common. A Superb EF/FDC example cannot exhibit
this wear, because it affects the artistic beauty of
the coin.
J: What about preservation and wear of the
coin itself?

(continued from previous page)
400 BC, these large silver coins are considered
one of the most beautiful coin issues to be produced. While not a common coin, they are not rare
either. As many as 500 specimens are known to
the marketplace, with a handful available at any
given time.
Maintaining a strict grade of EF or better for
the selected specimen is mandatory. Of all of the
ancient coin issues, this issue is typically overgraded by a step or two. Too often, statements
such as “EF with commonly seen die rust and
porosity” have to be discounted and evaluated
correctly.
Two master engravers, Kimon and Euainetos,
are responsible for the absolute ﬁnest die sets of
this issue. Only the coins with their signatures
should be considered. Any truly EF or better Syracuse dekadrachms produced from signed dies
will be a true winner over time.
This could easily be one of the ﬁrst $1,000,000
ancient coins.
#4 - An archaic Athenian tetradrachm—
While the later issues were produced in massive
quantities, the archaic tetradrachm of Athens is
truly a rare coin in any condition. The later issues

T

o learn more about these beautiful
coins and ﬁnd out what’s currently in
inventory, call Finest Known toll-free at

1-866-697-GOLD (4653).

We talked about preservation earlier. The coin’s
wear from circulation is important too. When a
large grouping of coins is found, the earliest coins
within the hoard will exhibit more wear than the
later coins, with the latest coins generally being as
struck, or near mint state.
The metal affects this too. Bronze circulated
more than silver, which circulated more than gold.
Therefore, it’s easy to ﬁnd a gold coin that shows
little evidence of circulation, while it’s an exception
to ﬁnd a bronze coin without circulation wear. Finding an early Roman sestertius without evidence
of circulation is extremely difﬁcult, while ﬁnding
a Roman gold aureus or Byzantine gold solidus is
quite easy.
J: The last factor you mentioned is conservation.
We’ve talked about this a little already. How well

have risen in value recently, but the archaic ones
have not kept up, with an EF or better specimen
costing just a touch above what the later issue
would. Finding an EF or better specimen without
any problems will be difﬁcult but well worth it.
This is possibly one of the most undervalued
ancient coins presently.
#5 - Ptolemy II Drachm of 48mm or
larger—This was the absolute largest ancient
coin ever struck, with some examples being larger
than 52mm and weighing in excess of 100 grams.
While these were struck multiple times, ﬁnding
a fully struck (EF or better) example will take a
long time, but it’s well worth the effort. This coin
is grossly undervalued.
#6 - Cleopatra VII 80 Drachm or 40
Drachm—After the death of Julius Caesar,
Cleopatra VII produced two bronze coins in Alexandria: an 80 drachm and a 40 drachm. For some
reason, the large majority of these coins are well
(continued on next page)

“T

his could easily be one
of the ﬁrst $1,000,000 ancient coins.”
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style for the issue without any problems. It should
also be fully lustrous and not exhibit any circulation evidence. Ancient coins of this grade level are
extremely rare, and they are visually and emotionally captivating. True FDC coins are
wonderful investments at
the right price level.
Superb EF—Struck
on a broader than normal
ﬂan, without any metal
or preservation problems.
These generally have full
Severus Alexander ruled the Roman Empire from 208 luster, but in the case of
J: OK, so that’s the to 235 AD. His military defeat when ﬁghting the northern Greek silver or a bronze
last factor in grad- Germanic tribes led his own soldiers to mutiny and coin, the luster might be
ing. How are they assassinate him for dishonoring Rome. His death ended
hidden beneath the patina.
applied when evalu- the peaceful Principate period in Rome, and began the
Crisis of the Third Century: a nearly ﬁfty-year period The coin must be excepating a coin?
of internal civil war, external invasion, and economic tionally well centered,
Here are the grades, and collapse. This eye-catching gold aureus is graded Choice with crisply struck and
what they represent.
Uncirculated by NGC. (Enlarged to show detail.)
complete legends, having
Fleur - de - Coin, or
no weakness of the central
FDC—this means virtual perfection. The coin will
devices, and be of the ﬁnest artistic variety availbe struck on a broader than normal ﬂan, with fully
able for the type. A coin of this preservation will
and evenly struck devices, in the ﬁnest artistic
always be stunning to the eye when ﬁrst observed,
has the coin survived the centuries? After an
ancient coin is discovered, it will almost always
require some conservation efforts and cleaning.
But this must be done carefully,
and correctly. Harsh cleaning
can damage a coin and reduce
its value dramatically. For
example, for some coins, a
deep green patina adds to
the coin’s value. But an
ignorant dealer might try
to remove it with chemicals or abrasive cleaning
techniques.

(continued from previous page)
worn, with examples grading Fair bringing $500
or more. Finding an example that is truly EF will
be a challenge and there might only be one available every 5 to 10 years, but this is a truly rare
coin. The spread between the exceptional and
average piece has not even begun to expand—the
EF is available for only $2500 or so. This is easily
a $25,000 coin once word is out.
#7 - Any Choice EF or Superb EF Roman
Sestertius from Tiberius through Commodus with a Commemorative or Propaganda
reverse type—Roman sestertii are very large
coins that were produced in an alloy known as
Orichalcum. Under perfect environmental circumstances, these are covered with an entrancing deep green patina.
Roman sestertii were produced in large numbers with ordinary reverse types using deities,
etc. However, each emperor also produced limited quantities of sestertii commemorating a particular event or as usage for propaganda. Commodus’ sestertius with an image of the coliseum
is a prime example.
Finding a truly high grade sestertius will be a

bit difﬁcult, as many have been “enhanced” during the conservation process, but they do exist
and are well worth the investment. Limit the
selection to only those pieces with a natural, deep
green patina and artistically superior devices.
#8 - Julius Caesar Portrait Denarii—
Finding a ChEF or better specimen will be a challenge, but well worth the effort and investment.
A ChEF or better specimen should be evenly
struck without any weakness, having a full dotted border surrounding both sides, and with no
ﬂan ﬁssures (as is commonly seen).
Once again, when higher grade examples are
offered of this issue, there is a tendency to overgrade. Vigilance is required to insure the investment in the correct piece.
These coins are extremely important historically, with every student of history desiring
a specimen.
#9 - Mark Antony Legionary Denarius—
This is another issue that was struck in massive
quantities. However, little care was taken to
make sure that the ﬁnal product was attractive.
The overwhelming majority were struck off cen(continued on next page)
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but there will be one fairly insigniﬁcant item that
prevents it from achieving the FDC designation.
Coins of this preservation level are the prime target
for investing—they’re constantly in demand, and a
true pleasure to possess.
Choice EF—The coin must be especially well
centered and struck on a full ﬂan, without any
metal or preservation problems, and with full luster. The only exception is Greek silver and bronze
coinage where the luster might be hidden beneath
the patina. The legends will be complete and fully
on the ﬂan, but there can be just the slightest weakness in two or three letters. The central devices will
be fully struck and visually extremely attractive.
The artistic style will be better than average.
EF—The coin is struck on a nice ﬂan, without
any metal or preservation problems, with virtually
complete luster. Again, the only exception is Greek
silver and bronze coinage where the luster might
be hidden beneath the patina. There can be some
slight indication of wear on the highest points of
either surface. The legends will be complete, but
might have a small area of weakness or have some
parts of the lettering off of the ﬂan. The coin will be
visually appealing, but not stunning.

(continued from previous page)
ter, or with ill prepared ﬂans, misaligned dies,
and so on.
Because of its high silver content, this issue
circulated for a long period of time. The majority
of known specimens are especially well worn. A
specimen that has complete beaded borders, fully
struck devices, no banker’s marks, and original
luster is a true rarity. There are only a couple of
handfuls of available specimens, but this is a coin
that every ancient coin collector dreams of.
This is easily a $25,000 coin, even though a
well worn example is available for $100 or so.
The problem is ﬁnding one—settling for a coin
that is almost there will not work.
#10 - Augustus Denarius—Augustus produced a large quantity of coinage during his
extended reign, with the large majority being
struck in silver.
Most of these issues were fairly limited, as
they were used to commemorate a particular
event or as an instrument of propaganda. For
example, the ‘Comet of Julius Caesar’ has a portrait of Augustus on the obverse, and a multirayed comet with the legend of Julius Caesar on

Choice VF—This represents a coin that’s normally very attractive, with some wear or other
issue that prevents it from achieving any of the EF
designations. This might be a preservation issue
(such as slight porosity, or gold coins that have
been trimmed and/or mounted), a small ﬂan problem, being slightly off center, etc.
VF—This is a pleasing coin that either has
noticeable wear and/or preservation issues. Many
ancient coins can fall into this category with a wide
variety of issues, but an example that is well-centered and struck, with noticeable wear on both surfaces, will generally have an additional phrase noting that the coin is more pleasing than the average
VF coin.
A coin that is damaged or harshly cleaned should
not be ever regarded as VF, but some ancient coin
dealers will do so.
Good Fine—This is either a pleasingly worn
example, or a coin with lots of problems. Damaged
and harshly cleaned coins that would otherwise be
regarded as Choice VF or better, are considered as
Fine or Good Fine depending on the visual attractiveness. The majority of ancient coins exist in this

the reverse. This piece was a propaganda piece
by Augustus—he was trying to depict himself as
the re-incarnated Julius Caesar, to assure the
masses that he was the correct ruler.
A notable exception to this rule is the piece
with Augustus’ grandchildren on the reverse.
These were struck in extremely large numbers
and should be avoided.
As a note, the artistic merit of these denarii varies greatly. Only pieces of superb artistic style
should be considered, similar to selecting a Greek
silver piece.
That being said, any denarius of Augustus in
top condition, produced in superb artistic style,
will be a true winner and should reward the purchaser handsomely.
#11 - Tiberius Denarius—Like Augustus,
(continued on next page)
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condition or less.
So there are the standards for grading.
Fine—Normally a coin that has all of the design
J: OK, now we can talk about the most comelements present, but will both be worn and dramon mistakes investors make.
matically off-center, with signifI assume the grade of the
icant preservation issues.
coin will play a large role
Good—This coin is well
in these.
worn, is dramatically off
Yes, absolutely. Here are
center, has preservation
the traps I warn people
issues and metal problems,
about.
etc. However, it’s still easOne problem is getting
ily identiﬁable.
emotionally attached to a
Being able to easily
coin. This happens someidentify the coin is the dif- This exceptional silver tetradrachm was minted by times for a coin that is
ference between coins that Antiochus VIII, ruler of the Seleucid Empire, between graded FDC. These coins
121 and 96 BC. After Alexander the Great died in 323
grade Good versus a lower
BC, his generals squabbled over his empire. Eventually can be great investments
grade.
the Seleucid Empire arose (starting in modern-day Syria at the right price level, but
Fair—It has lots of and Iraq), and expanded to encompass almost all of as I said earlier, they are
problems, but is still iden- Alexander’s previous territory. This led to a direct military visually and emotionally
tiﬁable with limited effort. confrontation with Rome, which eventually crushed captivating. Sometimes colthe Seleucids and absorbed their territory. Graded
lectors get caught up in a
Poor—This coin has Uncirculated by NGC. (Enlarged to show detail.)
bidding war, and they raise
massive problems and
the price to something that’s not justiﬁable later.
is only identiﬁable after considerable effort. An
ancient coin of this grade is more like a washer
A related problem is when a dealer says a coin is
than a coin.
FDC, but it doesn’t produce this emotional response.

(continued from previous page)
Tiberius struck a fairly broad grouping of denarii during his reign for commemorative or propaganda reasons.
One issue was struck in massive quantities
and thus, should be avoided: the denarius with
Pax seated facing right with the legend PONTIF MAXIM. Otherwise, any superb denarius of
Tiberius should be considered.
Also like Augustus, the artistic merit of
Tiberius’ issues varied greatly. Only the ﬁnest
artistic styles should be considered.
#12 - Nero Denarius—Finding a top quality piece will be difﬁcult. Nero debased his coinage fairly early in his reign, and his denarii are
plagued with metal problems. But top quality
pieces do exist, and only those of superior artistic
and metal quality should be considered.
#13 - Vitellius Aureus—Collectors like sets,
and the Vitellius aureus is the stopper for completing a Twelve Caesar set in gold. While normally
found in lower grades, higher grade examples are
known and available with some frequency.
Finding a high quality, artistically superior

example will take time, but this is well worth the
effort.
Once again the price spread between the
lower grade and higher grade examples is fairly
narrow. The Vitellius denarius in top condition
should also be considered, but it does not have as
much demand pressure as the aureus does.
#14 & #15 - Hadrian Aureus and Denarius—Hadrian produced a diverse and large quantity of both aurei and denarii, which makes them
more affordable than other early Roman coinage
at the present time. However, top quality pieces
in superior artistic style are scarce and greatly
underappreciated.
#16 - Commodus Denarius—Like all of the
other Roman emperors that I have selected, Commodus is historically important, although mostly
appreciated for his depravity.
Finding a top quality, artistically superior
aureus is not difﬁcult, but ﬁnding a similar
denarius will be a true challenge. The denarius
issue is plagued with metal problems, tight ﬂans,
die wear, and crudely produced dies.
(continued on next page)
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If it doesn’t capture your emotions, it’s not FDC.
Also, coins made from copper/bronze/orichalcum
can never be FDC, due to the chemistry involved in
their preservation. Because these coins acquire a
protective patina over time, the original surfaces
are not visible. So it’s impossible to determine that
the copper/bronze/orichalcum coin does not exhibit
any wear.
Overall, be cautious when a dealer claims FDC.
Many dealers award this grade to coins that only
deserve Superb Extra Fine, or even just Choice
Extra Fine.
[Editor’s note: Glenn is talking about dealerassigned grades. In just the last couple of weeks, an
important development has now made dealer grading obsolete! More on this after the interview.]
The next trap to avoid is buying clipped or
trimmed coins. In ancient times, it was fairly common for someone to rub, trim, or clip a small part
of metal from the coin, especially gold coins. This
process damages the coin, but many dealers will
overlook it.
Or else they’ll say something like, “Superb
Extra Fine, slightly trimmed.” That would be like
saying, “2008 Lexus, brand new, but two percent of

(continued from previous page)
This is my absolute top selection and should
perform incredibly.
#17 - Romulus Augustus Tremissis or
Solidus—Romulus Augustus was the last western emperor and therefore historically extremely
signiﬁcant. His coinage is rare and crudely produced, but EF or better specimens are available
with some frequency (a few times each decade).
These will perform exceptionally over time.
#18 - Superb EF Justinian I Post-Reform
Copper Follis—These are very large bronze
coins, generally greater than 40mm and around
an ounce in weight. They were produced in very
large numbers and also survive in large numbers.
However, they were produced quickly and
without care. Therefore, a Justinian I follis in
Superb EF (no matter which mint it was struck
at) is a true rarity, and is grossly underappreciated in the marketplace
#19 - Tiberius II Solidus—While considered one of the common Byzantine gold issues,
this particular coin is difﬁcult to locate in top

the electrical components are missing.” A trimmed
or clipped coin is a damaged coin and cannot be
considered anything above Choice Very Fine.
Another issue is the grade of a coin being overstated because of its historical importance. Historical importance has nothing to do with the technical
grade of a coin, but all too often, dealers will give
an important coin a higher grade than it deserves.
Lastly, the lower grades of coins should always
be avoided. For investment purposes, there is never
a good reason to buy a coin graded Poor, Fair, Good,
Fine, or Good Fine. This describes the majority of
ancient coins.
Coins graded Very Fine, Choice Very Fine, and
Extra Fine should only be considered if they are
rare to extremely rare. They should have only slight
wear, with no preservation issues.
Choice Extra Fine coins can be purchased, but
cautiously. Find out if better pieces are available,
and if so, wait for one. These can be good investments if properly considered.
And that leaves Superb Extra Fine and FDC,
which are my personal favorites for investing.
They’re also a joy to own as a collector.
J: Earlier

we

discussed

how

this

is

a

condition with artistically superior dies. Caution
must be taken to ensure that the piece is of full
weight, as this issue does experience widespread
trimming. Any prospective piece should weigh
between 4.42 and 4.52 grams. This coin is grossly
underpriced and underappreciated.
#20 - Romanus I Solidus—The blundered
legend reverse type of Constantine VII has been
recently attributed as an issue of Romanus I
within the past six to eight years. This attribution has been widely accepted without any dissension from any of the academics, and it conveniently supplies coins for a previously unobtainable ruler.
With the large quantity of new Byzantine
gold collectors, this piece will rise dramatically.
There are only about 30 to 40 known specimens,
and collectors are seeking pieces for their collections.
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great time to invest in ancient coins,
because
supply
is
shrinking
and
demand is increasing. But there’s one
more factor we haven’t discussed—
the premiums associated with different
coins. Could you comment on this?
Yes. The ancient coin market is unlike other coin
markets because it doesn’t place an unusually
large premium on differences in preservation. Not
yet, anyway.
It’s true that a better-preserved coin will be
worth more than the same coin that’s not preserved
as well. But the better-preserved coin is still relatively affordable for now.
Here’s a prime example: an Athenian tetradrachm produced from 449-404 BC. This coin
was produced in extremely large numbers, so it
survives in large numbers. It is also considered the
quintessential ancient coin; almost every ancient
coin collector desires to have it in their collection.
An average piece in Good Fine to Very Fine
condition, that is fairly well worn, with some slight
metal problems and possibly a banker’s mark, will
currently retail for $500. And there are literally
tens of thousands of specimens known in this condition, if not more.
A Superb EF specimen, that is struck on a much
larger than average ﬂan, with a full crest on the
helmet of Athena and artistically superior dies, will
sell for $4,000 to $5,000. That’s a factor of only 8
to 10—while the number of surviving specimens in
this condition is easily hundreds of times scarcer, if
not 1,000 times or more.
J: To me, this says the market is still in its
early stages. Once the big waves of investors come surging in, the better-funded
players will go after the top quality coins
and bid the premiums way up. We’ve

This gold solidus from Marcian, Emperor of the Eastern
Roman Empire, was struck in Constantinople between 450
and 457 AD. This specimen is graded Choice Uncirculated
by NGC. (Enlarged to show detail.)
Every ancient coin is a unique treasure. To see what’s
currently available in inventory, call Finest Known toll-free
at 1-866-697-GOLD (4653).

seen this happen in lots of other markets.
So anybody who gets into the ancient coin
market now will not only beneﬁt from the
rise of the overall market, but also from
this differential appreciation of the higher grades.
I think investing in Superb EF/FDC ancient coins
is an exciting area of numismatics. It has a limited
downside but unlimited growth potential. There are
ancient coin collectors in almost every country of
the world, which gives the market stability, immunity to currency ﬂuctuations, and broad liquidity.
J: Glenn, this has been a great interview.
Thank you for your time.
Thank you.

Breaking News!
As you can gather from the interview, the grade
of a coin is crucial to determining its value. And in
the past, investors who bought ancient coins without understanding the grading process put themselves at tremendous risk.
But a few weeks ago, that changed. As you
might have noticed in the photos in this issue, the
Numismatic Guaranty Corporation is now issuing
third-party, independent grades for ancient coins!
Currently, NGC is the only grading service
evaluating ancient coins. But I expect their primary competitor PCGS to follow suit very soon.
Coin dealers are still using the FDC/EF/etc. system
for now, but I expect this will change rapidly as
more certiﬁed specimens come on the market.
This is truly exciting news. If you’ve been in
the coin market long enough, you remember how
revolutionary it was when NGC and PCGS started
providing independent grades for coins. They completely removed the risks of mis-grading, and they
transformed the coin market overnight.
Dealers and investors became comfortable buying and selling sight-unseen, making the entire
market more liquid. The sales volume of rare modern coins exploded upward.
Now that NGC is providing independent grading for ancient coins too, I expect this same process
to occur again. Adding this to all the other bullish
factors, I think the ancient coin market is about to
get hot. And best of all, nobody else is even talking
about this yet! This is a ground-ﬂoor opportunity.
At Finest Known (my rare coin company), we
are just starting to get some beautiful ancient coins
in inventory. The photos you see in this issue are
just some of the wonderful examples we have. To
learn more, call toll-free: 1-866-697-GOLD (4653).
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